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There’s almost too much going on to 
absorb all the information. I thought 
January was supposed to be a month 
where you relaxed after the busy festive 
period, but not anymore.

Sir AP McCoy has been named President of 
the Injured Jockeys Fund, Rich Ricci was seen 
distributing the prizes to winning connections 
of Smad Place as the new Chairman of Betbright 
at Trials Day and Alan King enjoyed what he 
described as “the best day of my training career” 
when he bagged five Saturday winners at 
Cheltenham and Doncaster.

Trials Day burst the bubble of what had 
previously been a Willie Mullins conquest of 
every race he sent a horse over to the UK to 
compete in. Up until then the only UK based 
trainer who was enjoying Saturdays was Kerry 
Lee, who took the Welsh Grand National with 
Mountainous and the Classic Chase at Warwick 
on consecutive weekends. We are delighted to 
hear from Kerry on her first season as a trainer 
on pages 4 and 5.

It’s a pleasure to welcome back Paul Kealy, 
Betting Editor of the Racing Post, who provides a 
fascinating look at all the short priced favourites 
for the Cheltenham Festival on pages 15-17.

But the guest columnists don’t stop there, we’ve 
got a feature from Richard Austen, Spotlight 
Editor of the Racing Post who gives us a flavour 
of his recently published book “At The Festival” 
which is a collection of eye witness accounts 
of some of the most famous races seen at 
Cheltenham between 1981 – 1991. It really is 
essential reading for any Cheltenham fan.

As the Festival season approaches we’ve also 
signed up Shona Dreaper, of Punchestown 
Racecourse, to give an Irish perspective on the 
battalions who will cross the Irish Sea in the 
months ahead. Welcome Shona!

January gave us a club night with a difference 
where veterinary surgeons Liam Kearns and 
Andrew Harrison, from the Three Counties 
Equine Hospital, educated and entertained 
club members. I also had the privilege of 
accompanying their colleague Chris Rea as he 
undertook his veterinary duties on Trials Day at 
Cheltenham, an account of which can be found 
on pages 10 and 11.

It is with great sadness that I must advise that 
in early January, former club Secretary and 
Chairman, Ray Hitchin passed away. Ray was 
instrumental in establishing the club as we 
know it today and Phil Whitehouse and Robert 
Bateman have provided a marvellous tribute to 
Ray on pages 18-19. Our thoughts and prayers 
are with Ray and his family.

As the weekends roll on the juggernaut that is 
the Festival looms on our horizon. The next time 
you read this magazine new heroes will have 
been crowned and folklore written, all you have 
to do is make sure you are there to witness it. I 
can almost hear the roar as the tapes go up on 
the Supreme Novices.

Enjoy the racing

Steve Ennis

WELCOMECONTENTS
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Read about Richard Austen’s book on pages 12-14 to learn who said the 
following regards the Cheltenham Festival.

“Every species of profligacy – adultery, fornication, uncleanness, 
lasciviousness, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, envying, 
drunkenness, revelling’s and such like are promoted by a race week. If 
you wish your child to plunge into the world’s vain pleasures, to acquire a 
taste for dissipation, send him to Cheltenham races”.
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Having had interviews with Oliver 
Sherwood and Hilary Parrott in the 
last year it seemed only proper to hear 
from the trainer who has harvested the 
headlines in January with not one, but two 
big Saturday wins. As such CTCRC caught 
up with Kerry Lee who is still pinching 
herself having won the Welsh Grand 
National in her first season as a trainer. 
Here’s what Kerry had to say;

Was it always the plan to take on a trainers 
license this season?
Yes, the long term plan was 
always for Dad and I to swap 
places in 2015. So far, so good.

Before you took on the 
license can you tell us 
exactly what you were 
doing at Channel 4 racing?
A variety of very interesting 
behind the scenes jobs 
including organising and 
co-ordinating the graphics 
department.

I was very lucky to travel to 
all the main flat and jumps 
meetings and learn a lot 
about racing, production and 
attention to details from both 
Andrew Franklin and Carl Hicks.

You’ve had a 20% strike 
rate this year with 14 
winners from 71 horses and 
an impressive £236,000 

in prize money - what 
were your goals when 
you set out and what are 
they for the rest of the 
season?
The goals haven’t changed. 
Keep the string fit, happy 
& healthy. Make it fun for 

the staff & owners. Win with every horse in the 
yard, increase the strike rate, improve the quality, 
get some more Festival winners, be it Aintree, 
Cheltenham or Punchestown.

Will any of your yard be aimed at the 
Spring Festival meetings?
It’s highly possible and the likes of Top Gamble, 
Mountainous and Kylemore Lough will have 
entries, though all are most at home on Soft 
ground.

Is your Father Richard a 
great source of advice?
Massive. I’m biased, but I 
honestly believe I have by far 
and away the best assistant in 
the country. Who else can look 
at their right hand man and say 
they’ve trained hundreds of 
winners?

Is the news about Hereford 
reopening in October good 
news from your perspective?

Oustanding news. Hereford is on 
our doorstep, and is an excellent 
track to educate a novice. 

What’s been the biggest 
lesson learned as a trainer 
since starting out this 
season?
I will never stop learning that’s 
for sure and this season has been 
something of a learning curve. 

Teamwork. Having always been a part of team 
I didn’t realise quite how important everyone 
is. I rely on my family and staff and we have all 
worked so hard this season. Jordan, Emily and 
Stacey have been relentless all winter and I don’t 
think I could have a better support network in 
terms of family and friends.

Jamie 
Moore 
and 
Richard 
Johnson 
have also 
been a 
huge part 
of the 
team at 
the Bell 
House. 
Richard 

lives just down the road and has contributed a 
great deal in terms of schooling and advice – I 
often ring him up and pick his brains on horses 
and courses. Jamie lives a little bit further away 
but is a huge team player and you can always 
rely on him for a bit of encouragement when 
the chips are down.

What was the most pleasing aspect of the 

victories of Mountainous and Russe Blanc?
The most pleasing aspect for Mountainous was 
seeing him return to his peak form, it was a long 
road back from the tough race he had when 
winning in 2013. For Russe, it was seeing him 
put all his talent and ability together on the big 
stage, peaking in the race we’d long targeted.

Mountainous and Russe Blanc have farmed 
the headlines in January, who else should 
we watch out for in the months ahead?
My horse to look our for is Mr Bachster. Not one 
of the big names but simply loves jumping and 
amazingly remains for sale despite two easy 
wins this season.

You’ve 28 horses in the yard, what would 
be your ideal number?
40 would be great, then we could run a few on 
the Flat, and try and win more summer jumping 
pots too.

Now that you are a trainer, which other 
trainers do you most admire?
Willie Mullins was an incredible source of 
inspiration and encouragement when I visited 
his yard last season. Alan King is also someone 
I admire for his sheer professionalism and 
enthusiasm.

Kerry Lee

Who else can 
look at their 
right hand 

man and say 
they’ve trained 

hundreds of 
winners?

KERRY LEE
INTERVIEW

The best assistant in the 
business – my Dad Richard

Jamie Moore – a huge team player

Mountainous put some wonderful silverware on the mantelpiece
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CTCRC have unearthed another gem of 
a magazine contributor in the shape of 
Shona Dreaper, daughter of trainer Jim 
Dreaper and the Marketing Manager of 
Punchestown racecourse. We look forward 
to getting an Irish perspective for the next 
few months as we build towards the climax 
of the season at the three feature Festivals. 
Welcome Shona and over to you!

I suppose the best way to write an introduction 
is to introduce. My name is Shona Dreaper and 
I am the PR 
and Marketing 
Manager at 
Punchestown 
Racecourse in 
Ireland. 

My first trip to 
Cheltenham 
came in 1995. 
My Dad was 
sending Merry Gale over for the Gold Cup and 
the promising novice chaser Harcon was to run 
earlier in the week. The gravity of the situation 
was not lost on myself and my sister as we 
knew that to be taken out of school for three 
days merited a major life enhancing experience 
or the funeral of a (close) family member and 
believe me they were the only two options! I 
have three distinct memories of that trip. The 
first being it was very cold that year, the second 
was going to see the Arkle statue and the final 
one was when Dad brought us through the 
crowds to the lawn in front of the stands to hear 

the famous Cheltenham roar. To this day 
I make it my business to head to that 
same spot and the impact of that roar 
has not faded over the years.

Since then I have enjoyed at least two 
annual visits to Prestbury Park, initially 
in a social capacity, but in the last 
eight years as part of my role here at 
Punchestown. I’m delighted to say that 

the queue in the airport has become a little 
more demographically diverse in those years 
as more and more ladies make the pilgrimage. 
There have been times when the Punchestown 
ladies have been the only females on a 
flight which is clearly packed to the gills with 
racegoers. Many of the Prestbury bound Irish 
gents have mastered the art of light packing, 
opting for just a single change of essentials and 
on more than one occasion a toothbrush could 
be seen attempting to escape from a trouser 

pocket!

Looking forward to 
this year I think it is 
fair to say that the 
Irish campaign is a 
strong one helped 
in no small part by 
a marginally above 
average trainer you 
may have heard of 

called Willie Mullins. The Closutton operation 
have broken records and set new benchmarks. 
For a week in March Mullins will relocate, what 
is the equivalent of an entire yard for many 
trainers, to Cheltenham which is a feat in itself. 
Another man making a huge impact is Gordon 
Elliott who looks to have a very strong team of 
horses on his hands and I for one am a big fan 
of Don Cossak so I’ll nail my colours to the mast 
here and now. I have no doubt that these two 
stars of Irish racing will feature strongly in the 
headlines but the magic of Cheltenham is that 
the story could come from any yard and propel 

a lesser known name into the limelight.

Speaking of limelight, that is exactly what the 
Punchestown team will be trying to grab a 
share of for the coming months. Our annual 
Cheltenham visit is key to our own festival here 
at Punchestown which will run from Tuesday 
26 to Saturday 30 April 2016. We must be doing 
something right as over recent years the British 
contingent has grown to account for a not 
too shabby 20% of the overall attendance at 
the showcase of Irish jump racing. Rather than 
spend fortunes on expensive digital marketing 
campaigns and agency led research we simply 
ask those visitors for feedback. We welcome the 
negative because without knowing it cannot 
be addressed but what stands out and entices 
people back year after year are the simple 
things. There are four key words that feature 

again and again: value, 
quality, atmosphere and 
friendliness. No question 
the value is better than 
it has ever been with the 
pound and the quality of 
racing continues to rise 
with 12 grade one contests 
over 37 races and five days. 
Atmosphere is something 
of an unknown formula. 
The combination of horses, 

high heels, wisdom, youth, boots, suits, business, 
pleasure, pressure and fun results in magic. 
As for friendliness, I think that may well be an 
Irish thing but at the core of what we do is the 
customer and be they top of charts sponsors or 
a pay on the day punter we value them all.

Please make sure to visit the Punchestown 
team on their stand at the Cheltenham Festival. 
If you haven’t already organised your trip to 
Cheltenham we can chat through your options 
or better again you could win an all-inclusive 
package! Don’t forget Cheltenham members 
race for free on Punchestown Boylesports 
Champion Chase day, Tuesday 26 April.

Shona Dreaper 

Shona Dreaper, PR Manager, Punchestown 
Racecourse, Naas, Co Kildare, Ireland 
+ 353 (0) 45 897704  
sdreaper@punchestown.com 
www.punchestown.com 
Follow Punchestown on Facebook 

Watch out for news of a CTCRC club trip to this 
years’ Punchestown Festival in next months’ 
Club news, if you haven’t been it really is a 
fantastic five days of top class racing and the 
craic is something else. Also, check out the 
back cover of this months’ magazine to see 
the special offer for Cheltenham members at 
Punchestown

Another man making a huge 
impact is Gordon Elliott who 
looks to have a very strong 
team of horses on his hands

Don Cossack is Shona’s idea of a Gold Cup winner

SHONA 
DREAPER
COLUMN

Friendliness is a bye word for any visit to Punchestown
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Courtesy of club member Catherine 
Salthouse CTCRC members were treated to 
a fascinating club evening in January when 
Catherine’s colleagues from the Three 
Counties Equine Centre, Liam Kearns and 
Andrew Harrison were our guests.

The first half of the evening saw Liam, who has 
been a veterinary surgeon for 30 years, treat 
the audience to a whistle stop tour of his career 
which began in Ireland and saw him establish 
the practice. Together with Chris Rea the two 
vets set up their practice in 1989 on farmland in 
Ripple, just outside Tewkesbury.

Roll forward to 2016 and there are 32 staff, of 
whom 16 are qualified veterinary surgeons. 
Their mission is to provide comprehensive 
healthcare for the horse and in the opening half 
of the evening we were given an insight into 
ligament repairs, tendon repairs, treatment for 
heat exhaustion, colic surgery, dentistry, tying 
up, endoscopies and all the “wind” op related 
treatments that are so often discussed in the 

racing media.

Liam related also how there is a constant 
challenge to balance the welfare of the horse 
versus the commercial realities of training 
racehorses from a trainers perspective. As 
such the team are guided by their veterinary 
oath which directs that “above all my constant 
endeavour will be to ensure the health and 
welfare of animals committed to my care”.

The veterinary team then have to manage 
the balance of medication for the horses and 
keeping themselves in line with governing 
regulations on doping. Such regulations ensure 
competitive fairness, the welfare of the horses, 
the integrity of the sport, the safety of horse and 
rider and the protection of the breed for the 
future. The BHA provide stringent guidelines and 
the TCEH team are integral to supporting this in 
this corner of the UK racing world.

What came across in Liam’s presentation is the 
dedication of the team to the welfare of the 
horse alongside how technology over the last 
thirty years has transformed the diagnostic / 
treatment capability of the veterinary surgeon. 
In 2016 you can get a perfect x-ray image in five 

seconds, back in 
1989 this would 
take hours to 
establish.

Liam also mused 
how language 
can present 
some amusing 
considerations 
when he asked 
the audience 
to reflect on 

sayings in everyday language, for example;

“When something is ‘vetted’, you think it 
has been thoroughly examined, yet when 
something is ‘doctored’?…..you decide”!

Liam also shared with us an early experience as a 
vet where he was given a shot of poteen on the 
delivery of some troublesome 
piglets by a grateful farmer. 
One would have been fine, but 
the sow went on to produce 
12 more piglets which resulted 
in 12 more poteen’s being 
administered. Maybe it was 
this moment that helped Liam 
focus is mind on the welfare of 
horses, rather than the general 
All Creatures Great And Small 
stylised veterinary career.

After our customary half time interval members 
were treated to a quiz from Andrew Harrison 
on a wide variety of horse and other related 
questions concerning the year 1988 when 
he qualified. It served as a fun reminder to 
demonstrate how technology and life in general 
has moved on since then. The TCEH took 
delivery of a state of the art MRI scanner which 
is the only one of its’ type in the UK. Security of 
the hugely expensive piece of equipment isn’t a 
problem as it weighs eight tonnes so they don’t 

fear any opportunist thief making off into the 
night with the scanner in the boot of their car.

As time was pressing on, - this was the latest 
club night finish which I have attended – 
Andrew gave us a quick tutorial on cardiac 
variances and how these compare with human 
athletes.

By the end of the evening 
the audience were left in no 
doubt as to the enthusiasm 
and passion Andrew and Liam 
have for their profession and 
the welfare of the horses they 
treat. This was further illustrated 
at the Cheltenham Trials Day 
when I had the good fortune 
to accompany Liam’s partner at 

TCEH, Chris Rea, while undertaking his raceday 
duties as one of the on course veterinary team 
which you can read about on the following 
pages.

The counties of Hereford, Worcester and 
Gloucester are fortunate to have such a fantastic 
practice on their doorstep. .Thanks once 
again to Catherine Salthouse for encouraging 
your colleagues to give their time to such an 
informative and enjoyable club night.

Steve Ennis

JANUARY
CLUB NIGHT

Poteen – one is OK, but 13?

The team at The Three Counties Equine Hospital

The MRI scanner is the only one of its kind in the UK
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CHRIS REA
VETERINARY
SURGEON

Thrilling wins for Smad Place, Annacotty 
and Yanworth, provided a high class Alan 
King treble, add in Thistlecrack’s facile win 
in the Cleeve hurdle and racegoers headed 
home delighted at a superb days racing. 
For the veterinary surgeons team on duty 
at Cheltenham this was the kind of day they 
pray for, great horses making the headlines 
and everyone returning home safely.

Courtesy of Simon Claisse I was granted access 
to spend a day accompanying Chris Rea from 
the Three Counties Equine Hospital. The 
overnight deluge had forced an early inspection 
but racing was given the go ahead on heavy 
ground. Fences two, five and seven (the last) 
were omitted. Trials Day meant a team of four 
vets, Ian Camm, John Codner, David Chalkley 
and Chris were on duty, three on the course and 
Ian back at the course stables. 

The on course team divided themselves into 
three areas covering the last two obstacles on 
the home straight on foot, and then taking 
turns in two support vehicles that covered the 
entirety of the racecourse. There were also two 
veterinary nurses on duty to support as well as 
a wide number of spotters and trained handlers 
on the track in the event of loose horses 
needing to be attended to.

Chris has served as an on course vet for more 
than fifteen years, also working at Ludlow, 
Worcester, Hereford and point to point 
meetings. Immediately, what became evident 
was how everyone on the team knew their roles 
and how well they coordinated with the on 
course management team.

The first two races passed without incident and 
then came the Betbright Trials Chase featuring 
the ante post Gold Cup favourite Djakadam. I 
was in the support vehicle following the horses 
down the back straight when suddenly the 
favourite crashed out. In seconds we came 
alongside the fence, Ruby Walsh had managed 
to keep his hands on the reins and the horse 
was on his feet. Chris bolted from the vehicle to 
assess the situation, jockey and horse appeared 
fine, albeit Djakadam had collected a cut on his 
brisket (chest) from which blood was seeping. 
Ruby was keen to remount and trot the horse 
back to the stables but Chris immediately 
advised to the contrary and suggested the wiser 
journey home would be in the back of the horse 
ambulance…..Chris’ instincts were at play as he 
understood the poor perception a blood injury 
can create, even if the cut was superficial.

By now Ruby’s demeanour had darkened, falling 
is one thing, being told what to do is another. 
While the race played out its’ finish Ruby then 
asked to borrow Chris’ mobile, seconds later 
Chris was in discussion with Willie Mullins 
verifying the horse was fine and may need some 
staples in the flesh wound. Willie asked that no 
drugs be administered as he was keen to keep 
his options open to race the horse the week 
later. Chris confirmed the request and radioed 
ahead to the stable to convey the message. 
Djakadam was loaded up in the ambulance, 
Ruby hitched a lift in the back of a racecourse 
pick-up truck and we headed back to the vets 
room in the weighing room. Within moments of 
getting back Chris was debriefing Simon Claisse, 
who in turn then debriefed the media.

The appetite for news is one of the key roles 
Chris and his colleagues have learned to deal 
with. News is only conveyed when you’re sure 
of the answer. Guess work takes no place in the 
veterinary teams analysis, especially as horses 
buoyed with the adrenalin racing generates can 
mask more dangerous injuries. Within moments 
of returning to the weighing room the public 
were being made aware of Djakadam’s welfare 
and the press reports the following day carried 
all the appropriate quotes.

Chris highlighted that the approach taken by the 
team is to ensure they can attend to any incident 
within 30 seconds of it occurring anywhere on 
the racecourse. As such the team cover all areas 
such as the unsaddling area, the parade ring 
and even the winners enclosure. When a race 
is complete, one part of the team is first back in 
the unsaddling area, while another awaits the 
winner making the walk back up the chute to 
the winners enclosure.

Of Cheltenham, Chris couldn’t speak highly 
enough of the expert support provided by the 
racecourse on racedays. Point to point meetings 
by contrast offer a different challenge, where 
the vet may have to oversee the screening off 

the injured horse and doll off a fence as well as 
attending to the horse. At Cheltenham, such 
activity is taken up by the racecourse and the 
vet may simply concentrate on tending to the 
horse. Chris acknowledged that the heavy 
ground is welcomed by the veterinary team as it 
tends to be speed that causes most problems.

The remainder of the days racing saw a few tired 
horses pulling up and jockeys giving a thumps 
up to the passing vet that everything was OK. 
Solstice Stars victory in the last for the local 
Martin Keighley yard sparked the now regulatory 
madcap celebrations from the Keighley family 
and contented smiles from the veterinary team 
on a good days work having been completed.

The veterinary team led by John Codner is quite 
simply essential to enabling the racing to take 
place, without them we have no Thistlecarack’s 
and Yanworth’s to marvel over. Their presence is 
constant, understated and seemingly invisible….
just how they like it. 

How lucky we are that their professional 
dedication allows so many of us to enjoy our 
racing as we do. 

Steve Ennis

Smad Place confirmed his place in the Gold Cup 
while Many Clouds ran a perfect Grand National 
prep race

Richard Johnson acknowledges the applause while 
John Codner (green jacket) quietly watches on
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CTCRC are delighted to have Richard 
Austen as our guest columnist this month. 
Richard is the Spotlight Editor for the 
Racing Post, but as you’re about to learn, 
he’s very much a local man, having been 
born in Cheltenham and gone to school 
there. Richard provides a wonderful insight 
into how a labour of love in researching 
some of his most memorable races at the 
Cheltenham Festival has grown into a 
highly acclaimed book which is on sale 
today. Richard shares his story as follows;

In 1827 the rector of Cheltenham, Francis Close, 
asserted from his pulpit that: ‘Every species of 
profligacy – adultery, fornication, uncleanness, 
lasciviousness, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, 
strife, envying, drunkenness, revelling’s and such 
like are promoted by a race week. If you wish your 
child to plunge into the world’s vain pleasures, 
to acquire a taste for dissipation, send him to 
Cheltenham races.’

But when I was sent to the school named after 
the racing-mad reverend, the 20th century brand 
of horseracing at Prestbury Park was something 
of which I simply could not get enough.

No name in jumps racing can match the 
resonance of Cheltenham, except perhaps those 
of a handful of horses who have triumphed 
up that hill in March, and I was in thrall to the 
place and its legends from a very early age. 

During those schooldays my failure to be at the 
racecourse for the Festival was the height of 
exasperation because the most crucial action 
of the racing year was unfolding on only the 
other side of town. On Tuesday 17 March, 1981, 
however, at the age of fifteen I was able to attend 
the Festival for the first time.

I don’t remember the wondrous circumstances 
which allowed me to go but I do remember what 
unfolded when I got there. It was probably the 
most influential day in my racing life. After that, 
attending the Festival and doing so for as many 
days as possible was a compulsion, an absolute 
necessity. I wonder how many people could 
possibly have attended that day’s racing and not 
gone back.

My grandfather George Morris, a farmer who lived 
at Deerhurst near Tewkesbury, had bred Birds 
Nest so I was lucky enough (fantastically lucky) 
to be brought up on what soon became known 
as the Golden Age Of Hurdling, in which Birds 
Nest played a leading and highly characterful 
part. Birds Nest, Night Nurse, Monksfield and 
Sea Pigeon. Heroes all to me. The overriding 

question that day in 1981 was therefore whether 
the Golden Age could last long enough for me 
to witness its final major action and, in one of the 
most famous races in Festival history, Sea Pigeon 
and John Francome showed that it could.

In the next race, Francome was in action again 
but that ride in the Stayers’ Hurdle on Derring 
Rose did not have to be action packed. Derring 
Rose was the horse who preferred to go 
backwards but this was one of those races in 
which he decided that to go forwards might 
not be such a bad thing after all. He won by 30 
lengths. Next on the 
card, Prince Charles 
riding in the Kim Muir 
added some extra 
spice.

When four years ago 
I decided to write a 
book, there could be 
only one subject - the 
Festival - and only one starting point - that day in 
1981.

My career in racing journalism has been devoted 
to objective appraisals of horses and races, but 
when I reflect on over 30 years at the Festival 
objectivity is not the chief response. All of the 
chapters in At The Festival are about races I 
witnessed myself, races which made an impact 

on me. I may not have been in the saddle or 
had anything to do with the ownership or the 
training, but these were events that I experienced. 
They mattered and it felt personal.

In the research and writing of At The Festival, 
one of the soaring highlights was the evening 
in which I telephoned John Francome and he 
agreed to write the foreword (it ended up being 
1,500 words). I was sat in my car in a quiet London 
street and it felt as if in one stroke that scene had 
been transformed into a street carnival.

John had already been one of my first 
interviewees, his 
wisdom and wit 
illuminating the stories 
in three chapters. 
My first interviewee, 
however, was Brod 
Munro-Wilson (of 
The Drunken Duck 
fame, winner of the 

1982 Foxhunter) and over lunch with Brod at a 
well-appointed venue in London my research got 
off to a rip-roaring start. Then I looked up Tony 
Fowler (beaten a head in that pulsating Foxhunter 
finish) and the story of the race took several 
further quite remarkable turns.

With all 12 chapters, much the same happened - 
on closer examination the stories just got better 

If you wish your child to 
plunge into the world’s 

vain pleasures... send him 
to Cheltenham races

RICHARD AUSTEN
GUEST COLUMN

Francis Close – perfectly captured the essence of 
the Festival

1981 Champion Hurdle - John Francome, third, leaves it late on Sea Pigeon, as Pollardstown (far side) and Daring Run lead 
over the last. Photograph courtesy of Bernard Parkin.
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and better. With Norton’s Coin, for instance, the 
story that emerged immediately after his 1990 
Gold Cup may have seemed incredible enough, 
but it turned out that I did not know the half of it.

Originally I speculated that the book might cover 
a large number of races in maybe three or four 
thousand words each, but it rapidly became 
apparent that to do these stories justice I would 
have to concentrate on a far smaller number – 
and not hold back. Hence At The Festival focuses 
on 12 stories of races between 1981 and 1991. My 
hope is that for anyone who enjoys jumps racing, 

and particularly for those whose pulse quickens 
when thoughts turn to the Festival, these tales 
will hold a timeless appeal.

The Festival is about far more than just the Gold 
Cup and Champion Hurdle, and races are about 
losers as well as winners. Both of which are 
reflected in the book. At The Festival is written 
from my personal viewpoint, which is that of 
an eyewitness and an informed but sometimes 
partisan racegoer. But my principal aim was to let 
the voices of my interviewees be heard, to show 
what it takes to achieve success at the meeting 
and what it means to those who have done it. 
These stories are not told dispassionately. In trying 
to capture something of the Cheltenham Festival 
experience, how could they be?

Richard Austen

Steve Ennis writes: Richard has been a 
journalist in horseracing for more than 30 years, 
starting with the Gloucestershire Echo when 
he was 18 and including nearly ten years at 
Timeform. He has been at the Racing Post since 
2002 and is their Spotlight Editor. His book At 
The Festival: Racing to Glory at Cheltenham in 
March is available from http://atthefestivalbook.
com and Racing Post Books. It’s the perfect 
hors d’oeuvres to the 2016 Festival, I’d highly 
recommend it.

1982 Foxhunter Chase - the extraordinary photo finish

Richard Austen meets the foal – Birds Nest

As was the case last February we have 
managed to track down Paul Kealy, The 
Racing Post’s betting editor who is locked 
away in a darkened room busy preparing 
the Racing Post’s “Festival Guide”. Paul has 
kindly given us an insight into the prospects 
of the 13 horses who currently have a price 
that is 3/1 or less. Here’s what he thinks are 
the bankers and the possible blowouts.

You’ve got to feel sorry for those bookie 
chaps as they’re in for a right old caning at the 
Cheltenham Festival next month. We can hope 
can’t we? One thing is for certain, there can 
rarely have been so many solid favourites for 
the meeting so long in advance. At the start of 
February there were no fewer than 13 horses 
at the head of 
their respective 
markets trading 
at 3/1 or shorter 
(actually there’s 
14 but I’m 
ignoring Vautour 
in the Ryanair 
as he won’t be 
going there). At 
the same stage a year ago there were just seven.

As always, it’s the Tuesday that is most likely 
make or break day for the layers and the Friday 
that is most likely to salvage some of the 
damage or put the icing on their cake, there 
were 107 runners on the Tuesday last year and 
140 on the Friday.

Here’s my take on the 13 likely to do the most 
damage.

TUESDAY

Min 13/8 Supreme Novices’ Hurdle
Priced up more on connections than pure form, 
but that was the case with Douvan last year and 
he hacked up, making it three Supremes in a 
row for Rich Ricci and Willie Mullins. He looks like 
he has bags of talent, but appears a bit highly 
strung. Will occasion get the better of him?

Verdict: One to take on for price grounds alone, 
with Altior, who showed a serious turn of foot at 
Kempton over Christmas, looking an each-way 
bet to nothing.

Douvan 4/7 Racing Post Arkle
Unbeaten since joining Willie Mullins and last 
year’s Supreme winner has made the perfect 
transition to fences, treating useful rivals with 
contempt. He might well be the best horse in 
training even outside the novice ranks.

Verdict: Impossible to oppose.

Faugheen 4/11 Champion Hurdle
Earned a Racing Post Rating of 176 when 

winning the Irish 
Champion Hurdle 
in January. That’s 
3lb higher than 
Hurricane Fly 
managed for any of 
his 24 hurdle wins. 

Verdict: Looks a 
formality.

Annie Power 4/5 Mares’ Hurdle
Saved the layers an estimated £50M last year 
by falling at the last with the race at her mercy. 
Remains head and shoulders above the rest of 
her sex, but not seen since May.

Verdict: Wins if she gets there and stands up. 

WEDNESDAY

Yanworth 2/1 Neptune Novices’ Hurdle

GUEST
COLUMN

Annie Power... saved the 
layers an estimated £50M last 
year by falling at the last with 

the race at her mercy.
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Awarded an RPR of 160 when winning at 
Cheltenham’s Trials meeting in January, 
having barely come off the bridle to score by 
seven lengths. To put that into perspective, 
only two horses in the Racing Post’s history 
(going back to 1987) have recorded a higher 
figure when winning the Neptune - and they 
won by seven and 15 lengths.

Verdict: Arguably still great value at around 2-1.

No More Heroes 3/1 RSA Chase
Unlucky third in last year’s Albert Bartlett, having 
been sick in January. No such worries this time 
and barely touched a twig in three chase starts.

Verdict: I’ve long been in love with this horse 
and am biased as I nominated him for the 
2017 Gold Cup before he jumped a fence, so I 
hope he wins. In reality, this looks a very strong 
contest and he does need to prove himself on 
decent ground, so look short enough now.

Un De Sceaux 5/6 Champion Chase
Wins when he stands up, which was the same 
case with Moscow Flyer a few years ago. Overall 
he’s a superb jumper, but the way he attacks his 
fences gives him little margin for error. 

Verdict: Will be hard to beat, but youngster 
Traffic Fluide carries my cash each-way. He 
improves with every run.

Josies Orders 11/4 Cross Country Chase
Enda Bolger is the king of this race and has 
unearthed another cross country gem. Josies 
Orders won off a very low weight at the Paddy 
Power meeting, but it was tight and he was 
not really entitled to win again in December 
when hugely worse off at the weights. He was 
backed off the boards, though, and did it very 
comfortably.
Verdict: Not my sort of race, but for sentimental 
reasons it has to be Balthazar King.

 

THURSDAY

Killultagh Vic 5/2 JLT Novices’ Chase
Picked himself off the floor having overjumped 
the last and somehow managed to get up to 
win at Leopardstown last time. Was entitled to 
win that race easily though, and with Douvan 
likely to scare off a few away from the Arkle, this 
could prove a hot race.

Verdict: Far too short. Bristol De Mai and Sizing 
John are my two against the field. 

Gary Moore’s Traffic Fluide, looks the each way value 
bet in the Champion Chase

My head says Josies Orders, but my heart says 
Balthazar King in the Cross Country

Thistlecrack 13/8 World Hurdle
Has won the three biggest British trials by an 
aggregate of 26 lengths. That’s Big Buck’s-style 
domination. Indeed, in the one year Big Buck’s 
took in the Long Distance, Long Walk and 
Cleeve, he ‘only’ won by an aggregate of 20 
lengths.

Verdict: Head and shoulders above the rest.

Limini evens Mares’ Novice Hurdle
Won last five starts, including both hurdles since 
joining Willie Mullins and was very impressive in 
January. Form hard to pin down as is usual for 
races of this nature.

Verdict: Not easy to form a solid opinion, but I 
have a feeling this will end up more competitive 
than expected. Several juveniles could take this 
option rather than the Triumph, and they’ll be 
getting a handy weight allowance.

 

FRIDAY

Ivanovich Gorbatov 3/1 Triumph Hurdle
At the time of writing he has run just once over 
hurdles, but jumped like a pro and won easily. 

He had a rating of 103 on the Flat after just three 
runs, so will be the best from that sphere by 
some way.

Verdict: Too soon to form an opinion, but no 
surprise if he turned out to be very good.

Barters Hill 3/1 Albert Bartlett
Never makes it look easy, but still unbeaten and 
the list of horses he beat in 2m bumpers makes 
for impressive reading (Yanworth, Buveur D’Air, 
Bellshill, Altior) given he’s a proper stayer. His 
jumping is not always the best.

Verdict: The sort you want in the trenches with 
you, but I just have a feeling this undulating 
track will find out his jumping.

So there you go, some will win and some won’t. 
And I’ll have got some right and probably more 
wrong. But that’s what racing and betting is all 
about, opinions. 

And I’ve got one more for you for the handicaps. 
Old Gold Cup stalwart The Giant Bolster should 
be running in a handicap this year, hopefully the 
Kim Muir. 

If The Package could win it at the age of 12 by 
12 lengths last year off a mark of 137, I think what 
this fella could do it off 139. It’s only 12 months 
ago he ran to 159 in the Cotswold Chase.

Here’s hoping well all have a great week at the 
expense of the old enemy.

Paul Kealy

Betting Editor, Racing Post, 23rd Floor, 
One Canada Square, London E14 5AP 

Do look out for the Racing Post’s Festival 
Guide as one of your essential reference points 
for finding winners at this years’ Cheltenham 
Festival. The book is available via www.
racingpost.com/books later this month

The Giant Bolster, my idea of a Kim Muir winner off 139
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Ray Hitchin, Former Club 
Secretary and Chairman 
Phil Whitehouse, assisted by Robert 
Bateman has written the following tribute 
to Former Club Secretary and Chairman, 
Ray Hitchin who passed away in January. 
Rays funeral was attended by several club 
members and Lady Oaksey who attended 
on behalf of the Injured Jockeys Fund 
as Ray was a prolific supporter of the 
charity. Indeed, such was Ray’s success in 
supporting the IJF that his efforts were 
formally recognised by the Princess Royal 
who presented Ray with a signed racing 
portrait. Phil picks up the story on his fond 
recollections of Ray;

When I joined the Cheltenham and Three 
Counties Race Club in 1985 the whole 
organisation seemed to revolve around the Club 
Secretary Ray Hitchin. 
Ray had been one 
of the founder 
members of the 
Club which phoenix 
like had risen from 
the ashes of the 
Cheltenham and 
District Racing Club. I 
think it can safely be 
said that without the 
drive and enthusiasm 
shown by Ray 
the Club would not be the well respected 

organisation it is today. Ray spent many years as 
either secretary or chairman of the Club and was 
instrumental in obtaining the services of Lord 
Oaksey as our first President. The Cheltenham 
Festival Previews that Ray and John (I think we 
knew him well enough to refer to him without 
his title) arranged for members were legendary 
and also set the foundations for the fabulous 
events we have now. I think Ray would have 
forgiven me for saying that, in fact, he didn’t 
have too much to do with the arranging of 
the guests for these evenings. Basically Lord 
Oaksey pulled in whatever favours he could 
to provide guests to make up the panels. We 
never knew who was going to be a panellist 
until they turned up on the night. Judged 
by the calibre of guests there were a lot of 
favours owed by many people to Lord Oaksey! 
The Duke, David Nicholson, must have been 
constantly in his debt as he became a regular 
feature and provided some wonderful nights. 
Ray, however, did play his full part in these 
evenings, organising raffle prizes, raffle draws 
and anything else that needed organising.

When I prepared the first draft of this piece 
I forgot about the Club bar at Cheltenham 
Racecourse. How could I do that? How many 
Race Clubs can say they had a dedicated bar at 
a premier race course – Cheltenham and Three 
Counties Race Club could and it was primarily 

down to one man 
– Ray Hitchin. We 
did have a rota for 
barmen and barmaids 
but an ever present 
behind the bar was 
Ray. The bar was 
situated in a part of 
the first aid room, 
strategically placed on 
the route from stables 
to pre parade ring, 
strategically, that is for 

the travelling head lads and grooms that used to 

pop in. One attendee in the bar almost as often 
as Ray was Jonnie Worrall, then travelling head 
lad to Nicky Henderson. When a Henderson 
runner was safely out on the track, Johnnie was 
safely in the bar!

Away from the Race Club Ray had been a 
member of the Lincolnshire Regiment which 
he joined soon after the war. Upon demob 
Ray moved into the bakery trade, initially with 
Spillers before becoming an integral part of 
Swindon bakers R and K Wise as Purchasing 
Director.The name may not be too familiar 
with some of you but at that time they had a 

massive contract to supply Marks and 
Spencer’s with Mince Pies. Ray was, 
therefore, instrumental, in providing 
many families with a very happy 
Christmas. Yes, you’ve guessed it, 
occasionally the appeared as raffle 
prizes too!

When Ray retired from the baking 
industry he was able to join the 
cavalry lead by Lord and Lady Oaksey 
known as the Injured Jockeys Fund. 
When the time was ripe for Christmas 
cards and calendars to go on sale Ray 
would be travelling to all the local 
racecourses and the not so local ones 
standing with Lord and Lady Oaksey 
in the rain and snow selling their 
wares. One of his proudest moments 

came when he was presented, by HRH Princess 
Anne with a framed certificate marking his work 
for the IJF. Ray loved the people involved in ‘our’ 
sport and wanted to support them to the best 
of his ability. Ray’s ability was great and so was 
that support both for the IJF and Cheltenham 
and Three Counties Race Club. When failing 
health meant he wasn’t able to attend meetings 
he was sorely missed. Race Club newsletters, 
were, however, still sent to him in the care home 
that he had to call home.

On Wednesday 20th Jan 2015, fittingly a 
Cheltenham and Three Counties Race Club 
meeting day, Ray was laid to rest at Cheltenham 
Crematorium. A number of Club members were 
in attendance to remember Ray, as was Lady 
Oaksey, which I think shows just how much Ray 
‘gave’ during his life; to The Cheltenham and 
Three Counties Race Club and to the Injured 
Jockeys Fund.

Phil Whitehouse and Robert Bateman

How many Race Clubs can 
say they had a dedicated 

bar at a premier race 
course... and it was 

primarily down to one 
man, Ray Hitchin

Mince Pies regularly featured in our raffles courtesy 
of Ray

Ray collects a signed print from HRH The Princess Royal in 
recognition for his work for the IJF

RAY HITCHIN
TRIBUTE
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Into February we go then, and the 
Cheltenham Festival is less than six weeks 
away. January has seen many key prep 
races, including the Trials Day card at 
Cheltenham, and it’s fair to say there hass 
been plenty of movement in the ante post 
markets.

So what of Trials Day then? Well firstly it was a 
relief for the racing to get the go ahead after a 
sustained wet period leading up to the day, and 
it certainly lived up to its billing. I must admit I 
had my doubts whether we would learn much 
on the day, with the heavy ground possibly 
giving some false results. However there were 
two stand out performances from Yanworth and 
Thistlecrack, and they both sit at the top of their 
respective markets for the Festival. 

Yanworth 2/1 was all class when winning the 
Neptune Novice Hurdle trial, and he now heads 
the market for the main event at 5/2. Alan Kings 
charge travelled like a dream, and was never 
out of second gear. I actually think the way he 
moves he could be even better on good ground, 

a frightening thought for those taking him on in 
the day two opener. 

Thistlecrack 4/5 just looks better each time he 
races, he was hugely impressive in the Cleeve 
Hurdle, and is a worthy favourite for the World 
Hurdle. 5/4 may seem stingy at this stage but 
he has beaten all the other contenders already 
this year, and with some doubt over what Willie 
Mullins may run, he could be something of a 
banker for many come the Festival. This win 
dispelled any doubts about his ability to perform 
at Cheltenham, and I am struggling to see any 
chinks in his armour.

These two were the only winning favourites on 
the card at Cheltenham, and it was a mixed bag 
for punters. Djakadam 5/6 was a costly failure 
when tipping up at the tenth fence in the Gold 
Cup trial, and in doing so lost his position at the 
head of the betting for the big one. Ladbrokes 
have pushed him out to 9/2, and now make his 
stablemate Vautour favourite at 7/2. The ‘two 
Dons’ (Poli and Cossack) are also 9/2, throw Cue 
Card into the mix at 6/1 and we have a vintage 
renewal in prospect.

The winner was Smad Place 9/2, who reversed 
last year’s form with Many Clouds and stormed 
to a twelve length victory. Forcing tactics have 
reaped rewards this year for this Dessie lookalike, 
and he looks set to have another crack at the 
Gold Cup. Odds of 12/1 are available if you think 
he can go from eighth place last year to first this, 
personally I think he’s going to have a massive 
job on to boss the candidates mentioned above. 
Biggest bet of the day was laid here with an each 
way lump on Wakanda at 20/1 (SP 12/1), but he 
could never land a blow and was pulled up.

The Triumph Hurdle trial was also a bit of a 
shocker for punters, with the unconsidered 
Protek Des Flos making a winning British debut 
at odds of 25/1. How a Nicky Henderson juvenile 
went off at those odds is something of a shock in 
itself, don’t forget he won this race last year with 

Peace and Co, and he is now a 12/1 shot for the 
juvenile grade one. He apparently doesn’t show 
much at home, but he finished strongly and 
clearly handled the testing conditions. How he’d 
go on the likely better ground come the Festival 
is the question for me.

Worst result in my Cheltenham town centre 
shops was Solstice Star in the last. This one is 
locally owned and clearly the word had got out 
about his chances….I 
don’t think that word was 
‘donkey’! He was well 
backed from 8/1 early 
to an SP of 13/2. That’s 
five wins in a row now 
for the Martin Keighley 
charge, and I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he tried to make it six in the County 
Hurdle. You can back him at 20/1.

The previous weekend saw some important 
races at Ascot and Leopardstown, the highlight 
for me being the win of Un De Sceaux, 1/2 in the 
Clarence House Chase. This one laid the jumping 
demons to rest with a faultless display, and all 
roads now lead to Cheltenham. I loved the way 
he picked up again when Sire De Grugy tried to 
make a race of it going to the last, and I think the 
Champion Chase is his for the taking. Odds of 4/5 
suggest the bookies agree, but it won’t be easy 
with the last three winners potentially there to 
take him on.

Vroum Vroum Mag maintained her 100% record 
with a comfortable victory in the grade two 
mares race, and she is yet to be tested in any of 
her eight wins. You get the feeling Annie Power 
might be aiming to put the record straight in 
the Mares Hurdle at the Festival, leaving Vroum 
Vroum Mag to take on Thistlecrack in the World 
Hurdle. She is 9/2 to beat the boys in the day 
three highlight.

The following day at 
Leopardstown saw 
Douvan and Faugheen 
cement their Festival 
claims with impressive 
victories. Douvan is now 
1/2 to win the Arkle 
Trophy, Faugheen is 1/4 

to defend his Champion Hurdle crown. Of course 
they were expected to win, but the manner in 
which they did was quite breath-taking, and they 
look like being pivotal to the Willie Mullins day 
one four-fold. These two plus Min, 5/4, Supreme 
and Annie Power, 8/11, Mares, appear to have 
outstanding claims, and currently the ‘acca’ 
is paying just over 6/1. There will be plenty of 
tenners and scores being thrown at this bet.

A cracking January then, now let’s hope for all 
the main contenders stay in one piece during 
February, and we will be all set for the greatest 
show on turf.

Adam Hurley

ADAM 
HURLEY
COLUMN

Thistlecrack... I am 
struggling to see any 
chinks in his armour

Yanworth cruises past the game Shantou Village with a motionless Barry Geraghty on board, while Tom 
Scudamore leaves the field trailing on Thistlecrack

Protek Des Flos sprang a surprise in the Triumph 
Trial at 25/1
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Surely Willie Mullins won’t win all the races 
at this years Cheltenham festival?

Well there was certainly a moment in 
January when all those in the know 
thought he just might. Then came the big 
Cheltenham Trials weekend and yes you 
guessed it, a few bubbles were burst and a 
few home truths flew past the post in front.

It is phenomenal that Willie Mullins has so many 
good horses and yes they might have cost 
plenty but there are many in this country who 
pay plenty and where are they? 5/2 against Paul 
Nicholls having a winner at the meeting and 
he is our Champion trainer.. unbelievable. Rich 
Ricci has horses that all trainers would dream 
of having. Just one of his horses would suffice 
most trainers, but to have the strength and 
depth of his string is something utterly amazing. 
Surely Faugheen will win the Champion hurdle, 
sorry Nigel. Although I believe your lovely little 
horse, The New One, will be placed last year’s 

winner looks a different class. But the others 
are bounding out of the blocks to win; Douvan, 
Annie Power (or Vroum Vroum Mag), Faugheen, 
Un de Seaux and yes the list can and will go on.

I started by saying the Cheltenham Trials 
weekend burst a few bubbles and a few home 
truths flew past the post in front.. Alan King has 
one special novice hurdler in Yanworth. Rookie 
trainer Ben Pauling has Barters Hill and Colin 
Tizzard has Thistlecrack. Now those three are 
all pretty decent and all three should just about 
win when it comes to March. That’s hoping 
Yanworth and Barters Hill run in different races.

It is all so exciting and we have not many days 
before the theatre of the Festival unfolds.

Back to Thorndale Farm and January. It is has 
been a difficult month - bloody awful ground 
and not many horses to risk running on it. 
Perhaps I should have and by doing so have 
the whole string re handicapped, but that is 
not my style.

KIM BAILEY
COLUMN

It really has been a difficult one as we have 
almost stopped training a few, what is the 
point in having good ground horses ready 
to run? I sit down every Sunday and email 
owners or talk to them. How often do I repeat 
“sorry no news this week. too wet’’. …Boring!!! 
Spring is coming, the Daffs are out as are the 
snowdrops.. better ground is coming too, and 
then we are off and ready.

There is always a problem lurking behind a 
stable door and this months problem is the fact 
that Vixen Horsefeeds, who I have been using 
for many years have now stopped producing 
their feed. I have used Vixen Horsefeeds (nuts) 
since the third year of my career and like my 
neighbour Nigel Twiston Davies we have 
believed in this product and to change feed just 
now is far from ideal. Change we have and now 
we wait to see the results. We will either love or 
hate Spillers by the end of April!?

To finish on some good news Hereford 
racecourse is to reopen. It is a cracking little 
racecourse and all they need to do is to pull 
down the owners and trainers shack and build 
something better and off we go.

Kim Bailey 
Kim Bailey Racing Ltd 
Thorndale Farm, Andoversford 
Cheltenham, Glos. GL54 4LL 
T: 01242 890241 F: 01242 890193 
M: 07831 416859 

The New One - he has won 13 of his 19 hurdles races and only been outside the first three once

 Messrs Tizzard, Pauling and King may not need to share hats anymore when their fancied horses win at the Festival

Everyone is looking forward to seeing Hereford 
re-open in October
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Saddlery. There were seven hens in total and not 
an L-plate or fake veil in sight, just woolly hats 
and coats to beat the chill. We spent a lovely 
hour meeting horses, taking photographs and 
looking round the facilities. On hearing the 
hens’ admiring comments and seeing their 
wonderment, I realised how easy it is to take our 
workplace for granted. To the non-slip rubber 
laid every step to the practical heated drying 
rooms, to the equine pool and each beautiful 
inmate. Not to mention the history of the place; 
the legendary David Nicholson.

Showing the hens round simply reminded me 
of how lucky I am to do my job.

By mid-January, the rain turned into frosty 
mornings and spectacular dawns. Another 
aspect of my job that I love is seeing the 
countryside early, before most people have left 
their houses. The colours of a sunrise that no 
artist could capture on canvas: candy pink rising 
to a cloudless blue; amber-orange bursting 
through the darkness, glowing golden and 
warming the silver landscape.

 The drop in temperature also meant the usual 
tussle between myself and head lad Johnny 
Kavanagh about how many rugs my horses 
wear at night. We have opposite opinions on 
rugging up. My horses are fully togged up, snug 
in cosy fleece rugs that extend up their necks 
(worn by Holywell, Dursey Sound and Visandi) 
and Ledgy had a Thermatex hidden beneath his 
regular two stable rugs and his big thick top rug. 
Nothing gets past Johnny’s eagle eyes but, as 
yet, he has not said anything. As I see it, in -5 ,̊ no 
horse can wear too many rugs!

Jo Collinson

JO COLLINSON
COLUMN

On the 28th December, we ran three at 
Leicester but the ground was horrifically 
soft and all ran badly.

The highlight of the day was Derek ‘Tommo’ 
Thompson’s amusing commentary on the 
crowd, making the spectators wave and heckle. 
Just before our last runner, Blackfire, jumped off, 
the camera spanned to a shot of Flo Willis and 
I huddled on a bench, a sweat rug draped over 
our knees like two old grannies. There we were, 
huge on the big screen by the paddock.

“There’s the Jonjo girls!” Tommo boomed from 
the tannoy system. “Give us a wave.” So we did 
and big grins too, with the man who had been 
tip-hunting moments before, waving his arms 
above our heads.

January 1st dawned rather grey and wet but 
I was still excited to drive to Cheltenham, 
especially as I was taking my Lost Legend. 
Conditional jockeys Paddy 
Cowley rode him in the three 
mile chase and Ledgy ran a 
blinder. He jumped like a stag 
and flew up the hill, passing 
Johns Spirit on the way. I had 
completely missed this and 
delightedly thought he had 
finished sixth. Paddy had to tell 
me he had actually finished 
fourth and that we were in the 
winner’s enclosure. Ledgy got 
even more pats then – and 
he ran so well, if not a little 
roguishly, for a horse who has 
not always stayed in the past. 
The way he flew up the hill 

suggested otherwise!

Due to the horrendously wet ground, the horses 
were given a break and their workload was 
decreased. This meant every horse just walked 
and trotted for a few days, none worked and 
then they all came back cantering steadily. Thus, 
the horses became fresh and people falling off 
became a regular occurrence. In one morning, 
I came off Top Priority, new boy Michael Clarke 
fell off Mountain Tunes and Gabby Gajova fell off 
an unnamed baby at the satellite yard.

Then, another day, Michael fell off again, 
along with Charlie Davis in the same lot. Josh 
Amor made it another triple whammy when 
an incredibly quick Eastlake whipped round, 
catapulting Josh through the air and did two 
circuits of the round gallop flat out before being 
caught.

One of my beloved horses returned from his 
break in Ireland: It’s A Gimme. 
I have not seen him since he 
went to run in the Galway 
Plate back in August. I was so 
pleased to see Gimme again, 
who is so friendly and loved 
being cuddled. Gimme’s 
only vice is his dislike of 
being brushed. He practically 
sits on the wall, tenses and 
makes the task as difficult as 
possible.

As a favour, I gave a money-
cannot-buy tour of Jackdaws 
Castle to my friend Gemma 
Biddlecome and a hen 
party, all who work at Colne 

The cold snap was beautiful in January and a relief after the constant wet weather we have had. As I see it no 
horse can wear too many rugs!

Derek Thompson – always hunting a tip
One of my favourites, It’s A Gimme has returned to 
the yard after a break in Ireland
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Grand National event in aid of IJF – 
Tuesday 5th April

Although the Midlands Racing Club was 
dissolved last September, its co-founder – and 
now CTCRC member – Chris Pitt is organising 
a one-off charity Grand National night in 
Birmingham on Tuesday 5th April, 7.45pm, in aid 
of the Injured Jockeys Fund.

Sponsored by leading independent bookmakers 
Jenningsbet, the emphasis will be firmly on 
looking back, with a host of well-known jockeys 
from the 1960s, 70s and 80s on stage recalling 
their careers, accompanied by plenty of vintage 
Aintree footage.

To give you an idea of the quality of the guests, 
last year’s line-up included Grand National-
winning jockeys John Buckingham, Neale 
Doughty and Hywel Davies, Grand National-
winning trainer Dr Richard Newland, plus former 
weighing room luminaries Jeff King, Bill Smith, 
David Mould, Ken White, Ian Watkinson and 
many others. Several CTCRC members have 
attended these events when they were held 
under the auspices of the MRC and will assuredly 
confirm that they’re rattling good nights.

For those concerned about navigating their way 
around the maze of Birmingham, don’t worry 
because the venue is Stirchley United Working 

Men’s Club, Hazelwell Lane, which is located on 
the south-west side of the city. It is easy to find 
from the M5, M40 and M42 and doesn’t involve 
going anywhere near the city centre.

Admission is £5 per person, every penny of 
which will go direct to the IJF, with one of their 
officials being present on the night to accept the 
donation. There will also be a raffle, again with 
all proceeds going straight to the IJF.

In addition, the evening will include an auction 
in aid of the IJF featuring some special ‘money 
can’t buy’ lots – except, of course, that money 
can buy them on the night. Items will include 
an original race card from the Arkle v Mill 
House 1964 Cheltenham Gold Cup, along 
with an original copy of the following week’s 
Horse and Hound containing the reports of 
that year’s Cheltenham National Hunt Meeting 
and including John (Lord Oaksey) Lawrence’s 
account of the Arkle/Mill House clash.

Further details of guests and auction lots, along 
with directions to Stirchley United WMC, will be 
given in March’s edition of Finish Line.

Please do come along and support what is sure 
to be a great evening of pure nostalgia – and in 
aid of a very worthy cause.

Chris Pitt

CLUB NEWS
& FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

Forthcoming Club Nights
AGM February 17 7.30pm

February 17 8.00pm

We are delighted to welcome three local 
trainers, James Evans, Richard Hobson and Sam 
Thomas.  Please bring your membership cards.

March 13 Festival Preview – The Centaur
Sir AP McCoy is a confirmed guest, anyone 
wishing to assist on the evening, please call 
Doug Miles on 07515 703058

April 20 Club night

May 27 Club night Worcester races
The Richard Davis award prize giving

Point-to-Point meetings in the month 
ahead
March 5 Duke of Beauforts, Didmarton, 
Gloucestershire

March 6 Ross Harriers, Garnons Herefordshire

Alan Lee Memorial Service
The service of thanksgiving for Alan Lee will take 
place in Cheltenham on Monday April 18 2016.

Full details will be circulated in next months’ 
magazine but it is anticipated the service will 
commence at 12 noon in central Cheltenham, 
followed by a reception at Cheltenham 
racecourse.  For further information please 
contact Nigel Payne on 07767 025265 or email 
nigel@earthsummit.demon.co.uk

Club trip Punchestown
Have you been to Punchestown Festival?  If 
not, why not make this years’ Festival your first 
venture?  If you travel to the opening day on 
April 26 admission is free to CTCRC members.  
Also, at the time of writing flights are £9.99 each 
way on April 26, a couple of days later you can 
return for £9.99 with Ryanair.  If booking you can 
also get accommodation and transport deals 
throughout the Naas area via Punchestown 
racecourse, just go to www.punchestown.
com for more details.  We’re hoping a record 
number of club members will make the trip.  If 
you’re interested you can contact Peter Collier 
on 07802 228599.  See the back page of this 
months’ magazine for further details.
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LIAM 
TREADWELL
COLUMN

“Dry” February came under immediate 
pressure as I made my monthly 
rendezvous with Liam Treadwell in our 
local pub, writes Steve Ennis. “A cup of tea 
please Landlord” doesn’t easily run off the 
tongue so we settled on something a little 
livelier. In doing so, we then reflected on 
the month just gone and the prospect of 
the Festival ranging into view.

How has 2016 been so far for you?
It’s been a mixed bag of frustration at having so 
many good runs that placed without actually 
winning. The prize money earnings have been 
excellent, the horses are running well, but I’ve 

not had as many winners as I would have liked. 
Having said that I’m very happy to have just 
under £300,000 on the board in prize money.

Saroque did well to make the frame in the 
Welsh Grand National?
You’re right, he led for most of the race and his 
challenge only petered out in the home straight. 
At 33/1 he massively outperformed his odds and 
could improve for the experience and be a more 
serious challenger next year, he hasn’t got many 
miles on the clock.

Which of Venetia’s horses are you most looking 
forward to riding in the months ahead?
Bonne Question, no I mean, Bonne Question 

the horse! He has only had 
two hurdle races, his most 
recent run being when he 
came fifth at Market Rasen. 
He pulled too hard that day 
in the early stages which 
hampered his chance of 
winning. Assuming he 
learns to settle I’m very 
confident he will be finding 
the winners enclosure very 
soon.

The Festival chatter is 
beginning to consume 
our waking moments, 
what is the talk about at 
Venetia’s yard?
I guess everyone was 

For the Top Conditional Jockey riding at Cheltenham, Chepstow, Ludlow, Stratford, Towcester, 
Warwick and Worcester during the period 30th April 2015 – 23rd April 2016 (Sponsored by the 
Cheltenham and Three Counties Race Club) Scoring: a Winner 10 points, a Second 7 points, a Third 
4 points, a Fourth 2 points.

1st Ciaran Gethings 122 pts
2nd Jamie Bargary 105 pts
3rd Conor Shoemark 90 pts
4th Bridget Andrews 86 pts
5th Tom Bellamy 78 pts 

Latest placings (up to and including 2nd February 2016). Richard Davis was a talented jump jockey 
tragically killed in a fall over fences in 1996. This award is named in his memory.

RICHARD DAVIS AWARD

delighted with Tenor Nivernais’ performance 
at the Cheltenham Trials Day where he came 
second to Annacotty and this followed his 
second to Village Vic on New Years’ Day. He’s 
really consistent and deserves to get his head 
in front in a big handicap. You should note 
that while Annacotty got his head in front, 
the third horse, (Jo Collinson’s Lost Legend) 
was 31 lengths back in third so it really was an 
impressive run. Look out for Tenor Nivernais 
being stepped up to a three mile handicap at 
the Festival. He’s not ground dependent and he 
always does his best work at the end of his races.

Venetia’s yard have delivered 32 different 
winning horses so far this season, is there 

more to come?
Definitely, I think it’s fair to say the yard were 
frustrated last season that the Spring months 
were not as productive as they might have 
been. This season there remain a lot of good 
horses who have had very low mileage so far. 
Venetia has kept her powder dry on a number 
of horses who she thinks may be very well 
handicapped. Rather than name a horse I’d 
suggest you look out for runners from the yard 
in races such as the Brown Advisory Plate, The 
Coral Cup or any of the other staying handicaps.

Liam Treadwell

Tenor Nivernais (left) ran a great Trials Day race and should improve going 
up to 3 miles
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They have come up with 
the great idea of putting 
on a $500,000 bonus for 
any horse that wins the 
World Hurdle and a race 

at Iroquois in May
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So it’s almost here. Four amazing days 
to look forward to... and a lot of work 
between now and then to bring the event 
to life.

The racing and the horses are definitely gearing 
up and, as I write, we have just staged Festival 
Trials Day. It was a bit touch and go early on 
Saturday morning, with Si mon coming in at 
just after 4am to see what condition the course 
was in after more than expected rainfall. He has 
a weather station out on the course, which he 
can log into at home, 
so he is always in 
the loop with what 
is going on, even 
though he lives ten 
miles away.

There was standing 
water on the course 
before daylight broke, 
but luckily that had 
all pretty much gone 
by the time the 10am 
inspection came 
along and we were delighted to give the race 
meeting the green light.

The sight of Smad Place and Many Clouds 
coming up the hill together in the BetBright 
Trial Cup is one of my favourite moments of the 
season. Everyone loves a grey (almost white in 
this case!) horse and after his Hennessey win 
Smad Place has very much captured the heart 
of the racing crowd. His battle alongside Many 

Clouds was a great site and I am really pleased 
that the Smad Place team are going to aim him 
at the Timico Cheltenham Gold Cup, as it brings 
an nice UK story to the race. Up until now it had 
all been about Cue Card flying the flag for the 
British hopes so it’s good to add another string 
to our bow.

Thistlecrack also seems to be a significant British 
hope for the World Hurdle for Colin Tizzard after 
a nice win on Saturday. This year, for the first 
time, we are hosting a bonus, in conjunction 

with Iroquois out in 
Nashville, Tennessee, 
USA and Brown 
Advisory, who are an 
existing sponsor of ours. 
Brown Advisory is an 
American company and 
the team there really 
enjoy Jump racing in 
America so they have 
come up with the great 
idea of putting on a 
$500,000 bonus for any 

horse that wins the World Hurdle and a race at 
Iroquois in May. It’s so commonplace for Flat 
horses to travel over to America and will add an 
interesting dynamic if a hurdler were to make 
the journey over the Atlantic Ocean.

Things are in full swing here with Festival prep 
and the main contractors that we use are 
basically living on site for the next six weeks. 
The construction of the tented village is going 
well, they are a little ahead of last year which 

everyone is pleased about. That process always 
amazes me, it’s takes about three and a half 
months to build the Tented Village, with the 
main triple decker being the first area that we 
start on. A couple of the temporary structures 
will be removed after Festival Trials Day and 
rebuilt with something else – every little detail 
has to be considered, so there are a number of 
lengthy meetings that I am involved in going 
through furniture requirements, colours, carpet 
colours, pictures, napkins choice etc as well 
as all the bits that I am not involved in such 
as building all those additional kitchens in the 
area to be able to serve the 10,000 hospitality 
covers we will do each day. I always think that 
the customer turns up and sees what we hope 
will be a lovely facility but they have no idea of 
the work and coordination that has gone into 
making it look great!

Just to pile the pressure on even more we have 

just started stripping out 
the National Hunt Rooms 
for a revamp before The 
Festival, so that’s going 
to be going right to the 
wire before we open the 
doors on the Tuesday of 
that week.

Otherwise things are all 
going well, we have had 

the wettest winter for a number of years, but 
Simon seems relatively happy with his course, 
although I am sure he would like it stop raining! 
So would the car parking guys, as, as you will 
no doubt know a lot of our parking is on grass, 
what with us being positioned on a greenfield 
site – we will be looking at the skies a lot over 
the next six weeks!

I trust most of you will be coming to this year’s 
Festival, which is gearing up to be as exciting 
as ever. Best Mate Enclosure for Gold Cup Day 
is now sold out but all other enclosures have 
availability, although I suspect Gold Cup Day 
will sell out in advance as it often does. Tuesday 
sales also looking really strong so if you plan to 
attend do ensure you buy in advance, via www.
cheltenham.co.uk or 0344 579 3003.

I have confirmed AP McCoy for the Festival 
Preview on Sunday 13th March and hopefully 

Doug and team 
are working on 
some other great 
guests for the 
evening. We look 
forward to seeing 
you then.

Sophia Dale

10,000 hospitality covers will be ready for Tuesday 
March 15 – no pressure then!

AP McCoy will be a guest at 
this years’ Preview night

Might the World Hurdle winner be tempted to go for the $500,000 bonus on 
offer at the Iroquois Steeplechase in May?
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Racecourse at which you are an annual 
member? I am not an annual member of any 
racecourse. I prefer to visit different racecourses. 
I visited all 62 courses when I was 18 years old. I 
am now trying to visit all the Irish racecourses.

My earliest racing memory? Watching the 
racing on Channel 4. However, my Dad kept a 
‘Baby Book’ and my first recorded sentence was 
“Go on horse”.

My all-time racing hero is? A P McCoy.

My favourite horse of all time is? Frankel.

My favourite jockey is? Pat Smullen

My all time and current favourite trainers 
are? Sir Mark Prescott.

My favourire racecourse is? York.

Best Days Racing? Wednesday 3rd July 2013 
at Perth. This was the last course of the 62 
racecourses I visited and Sam Morshead really 
looked after me. He laid on a beautiful meal 
and a tour of the racecourse. My worst day was 
actually the 4th July also at Perth. I had been 
to Jim Goldie’s stable the day before and saw 
a horse called Kaolak. Unfortunately, he lost 

his life in the 4.00 race and an hour later the 
horrendous injury to Brian Toomey occurred.

What I would most like to see improve in 
racing is? More young people attending racing. 
They are the future of the sport. I worry when I 
attend race meetings because I cannot see the 
future attendees especially in Ireland.

What I’m most looking forward to in 
the 2015-2016 season is? The Cheltenham 
Festival. 

I’m a member of the CTCRC because? I enjoy 
meeting people who like horse racing. I really 
enjoyed the Box the club had at the New Year’s 
Day meeting.

Funniest moment I’ve had in racing was? 
I was interviewed by Gordon Brown of RUK at 
Perth and they posted a picture (see attached) 
of me on twitter. Someone tweeted in saying ‘Is 
it Aidan O’Brien’s son?’

When I win the scoop 6 I will? Visit Bartbados.

Other interests include? Reading Football 
Club and Darts.

Other Sporting Heroes are? Michael van 
Gerwen.

Six sporting heroes I would like to invite 
to dinner? Sir Mark Prescott, Matt Chapman, 
A P McCoy, Mattie Batchelor, Jason Weaver and 
Michael van Gerwen. 

Mark Wellsteed

MEMBER’S
CORNER

Pat Smullen – Mark’s favourite jockey
Michael Van Gerwen and Sir Mark Prescott would 
be two of Mark’s dinner guests

This month’s question for the chance to win two 
Premier Enclosure Badges, for any meeting of 
your choice, except the Welsh Grand National, at 
Chepstow racecourse is given below.

Each month the first correct entry drawn 
from those received in time will be awarded a 
voucher which can be redeemed for the Premier 
Badges direct with the racecourse office.

The December Competition proved to be a 
rather troublesome event since it transpired that 
a restructuring in Chepstow’s Hospitality and 
Catering Division meant that Caroline Wynn, 
the General Catering Manager at the time the 
question was prepared, was subsequently 
replaced by Andrew Rees. 

Since entries were received both before and 
after this change it is only fair that entries 
quoting either name were included in the 
deciding raffle. 

As a result, Mary James was the winner of the 
December competition. 

Our congratulations, along with a voucher for 
two Premier Enclosure Badges to Chepstow, 
have already been sent to Mary.

Due to publication deadlines the winner of the 
January competition will be published in the 
March Edition of the Magazine.

Please note, there will be no March competition, 
due to holiday commitments, but the 
competition will resume in April.

This question for the February competition 
is:

On what date is Chepstow’s Winter Ladies 
Day being held?

Please post your entries to reach Tony Coleman 
by Friday March 11 2016 at: 14 Ridge Green, 
Shaw, West Swindon, SN5 5PU alternatively, 
e-mail him at tonyandles@aol.com

NB: Please remember to include your current 
Membership number and postal address with 
your entry.

WIN A DAY AT THE 
RACES COMPETITION
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TIPSTER COMPETITION NEWS & 
“UNOFFICIAL” UPDATE

With January, as is usual, being a relatively 
low scoring period the Leaderboard has 
seen rather more movement than might 
have been expected.

Alan Wellsteed is the latest contestant to take 
on the overall leadership, with 295pts, and is 
mounting what looks a formidable challenge 
with five entries in the in the Top seven places. 

The chasing group are in reasonable close 
contact with the leader and much will depend 
on the outcome of the remaining trials and, of 
course, the approaching Festivals to eventually 
determine who claims the outright prize.

Meanwhile, our congratulations go to Alan 
Wellsteed on winning the £10 Overall Leader 
Prize for January.

OVERALL LEADERBOARD 
1 ALAN WELLSTEED J 120 295
2 ALAN WELLSTEED I 90 280
3 TERRY POULSON C 95 265
4 ALAN WELLSTEED E 95 265
5 ALAN WELLSTEED F 95 260
6 DIANNE WESTON H 60 260
7 ALAN WELLSTEED A  90 255
8 NEIL JAKES B 95 250
9 JOHN RICH A 85 250
10 NIGEL SAUNDERS B 70 250
11 PAUL SMITH B 95 250

Please note: ALL prizes will be paid out at the 
end of the competition.

Unsurprisingly, given his current strength in 
depth, the leading point scorer in January was 
also Alan Wellsteed who, with his “J” entry totalled 
120pts. With Alan holding five of the Top Ten 
places in January’s scores, he was always going 
to be hard to beat, even more so since he held 
a further three entries with 90pts immediately 
outside the Top Ten.

SCORES TO END JANUARY

1 ALAN WELLSTEED J 120
2 ALAN WELLSTEED K 110
3 JOHN HANCOCK C 100
4 MARK WELLSTEED C 100
5 NEIL JAKES B 95
6 TERRY POULSON C 95
7 TERRY POULSON D 95
8 PAUL SMITH B 95
9 ALAN WELLSTEED E 95
10 ALAN WELLSTEED F 95

Double congratulations, therefore, go to and Alan 
on winning both January’s £10 prizes.

Please don’t forget that you can track the status 
of your entries on-line by accessing www.
ctcrc.co.uk, selecting Events and then Tipsters 
Competition.

If you have any questions about your entry, or its 
status, please contact Tony Coleman either on 
07795 146242 or by e-mail at tonyandles@aol.
com.

TIPSTER 
COMPETITION
FEBRUARY UPDATE
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YOUR POUND STAYS
THE DISTANCE

AT PUNCHESTOWN!

CONTACT US t  +353 (0)45 897 704 e info@punchestown.com w www.punchestown.com

FESTIVAL 2016
26TH – 30TH APRIL

PLEASE VISIT OUR STAND IN THE TRADE VILLAGE

• Free admission for Cheltenham members on Tuesday 26th April

• Very favourable exchange rate (£1 = €1.32)

• 5 days, 12 grade one races, 1 brilliant atmosphere


